
Lonely crusader 
Paul Kangas on the mother of 
all conspiracy theories 

KANGAs mitts up for an interview in an oid green Volvo 
with a message in the window: 

"JAIL BUSH FOR TEE MURDER OF JFK. See the photos 55." 
He's wearing a T-shirt that says the same thing. 
"The hats are coming next week," he announces. 

These are exciting days for the beleaguered brotherhood of assassina-
tion buffs. For three decades they've bucked the official conclusion that 
Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone. For KangaS, the releaSe of Oliver Stone's 
movie is reason to work even harder at getting out the message he's been 
stenciling on San Francisco sidewalks and plastering on walls for years: 
"CIA KILLED inc." At last, he believes, the public may be ready to listen. 

With satisfaction, Kangas points to Life magazine's cover story on the 
movie, which notes at one point that "even Stone does not go as far as 
some others, who trace a CIA plot from the Bay of Pigs to Watergate to 
George Bush.' ' 

."They're talking about me," he says. "I wish they'd used my name." 
Kangas is a balding private investigator with a neatly curved mustache 

and an equivocal smile. He's successful at lining up reluctant witnesses 
for defense attorneys. And he's insistent that President John F. Kennedy's 
murder was no aberrant act of a lone misfit. Ills smile isthe defense of 
a long-suffering man used to disbelief. 

"The CIA killed Kennedy because he failed to support the invasion of 
Cuba and was planning to end Vietnarn," he says from behind the.smile. 
"Nixon was involved. Bush was involved, The shooters were E. Howard 
Hunt and Frank Sturgis, the saine guys who broke into DemocraticNa-
tional Headquarters 10 years later, Watergate was a failed attempt to get 
incriminating evidence about the assassination away from the Democrats." 

Kangas has photocopies of an article placing Richard Nixon in Dallas 
on November 22, 1%3. Nixon denied this to the FBI. "He lied to the 
FBI," Kangas says. 	was there at a planning meeting for the assassina- 
tion:' 

Kangas has an FBI document that shows Jack Ruby worked for Nix-
on as early as 1947. He has a White House memo dated October 11, 1963, 
which refers to plans to withdraw 1,000 troops from Vietnam by the end 
of that year. He has a ropy of a memo from J. Edgar Hoover dated a week 
after the assassination referring to "Mr. George Bush of the CIA" and his 
familiarity with anti-Castro Cubans in Miami. 
• The Kangas scenario goes like this: Nixon's ties to the Hush family date 
from 19,i1 when George's father Preston Bush recruited young Dick to 
run for Congress. Preston Bush's group later put together the Eisenhower-
Nixon ticket. 

The Preston Bush group hail by 1900 two key goals, Kangas believes: 
restore a pm-bitsiness government to Cuba and promote anti-communist 
wars, as in Vietnam, to make. profitable work for the military-industrial 
complex. Kennedy resisted both ideas; Dallas was the result. 

The CIA put TCX2S oil millionaireGeorge Bush in charge of recruiting 
Cuban exiles for an invasion of theirhomeland. Fran IrSturgis emerged 
from the exile group. Sturgis was a former Cuban official who would ap-
pcar first with E. Howard Hunt as part of the assassination team at Dallas 
and a decade later again with Hunt at the Watergate offices of the 
Democratic National Committee. 

The Watergate burglary was an attempt to retrieve incriminating pic-
tures taken by news photographers in Dallas immediately after the 
assassination. The pictures show Sturgis and Hunt. disguised as tramps, 
tinder arrest by Dallas police. KangaS' copies of the photos come cons-

- pletewith transparent Overlays of Sturgis and Hunt designed to confirm 
their identification. 

Kangas has devised a board game he calls -Dallas 1963" to help pea, 
pie understand the bewildering dements in the plot. "Roll the dice," the 
instructions read. '''Try to slip JFK past the Grassy Knoll before the CIA 
assassins move into place! 	 J o H 	RoENIER 
lw Paul Kangas can be reacted at Pa Bac 42644, S. F. 94142. 
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logued in his excellent Esquire cover 
story, it was one of 14 different hypo-
thetical conspiracies Garrison had 
worked out, some of which featured 
the gay underground, the Dallas Police 
Department and Czarist Russians. He 
also believes there were nine gunmen 
in Dealey Plaza, including some firing 
from the sewer drains. (The umbrella 
man was shooting poisoned darts.) 
Once you develop a theory, there are 
no philosophical limits to its growth. 

Fourteen plots and nine assassins 
obviously present a more fertile imag-
inative field than the bleak, rocky 
landscape of Lee Harvey Oswald's 
paranoid psychology (which strong-
ly resembles the maladjusted stereo-
type of the conspiracy theorist). And 
the point is no longer to solve JFK's 
murder, if indeed it ever was. The 
point is to interpret the assassination 
to fit our particular dysfunctional 
world view; to prove to ourselves that 
there is order to the universe and 
that we understand it, even if others 
refuse to. 

Stone speaks of himself in inter-
views as Hamlet trying to solve the 
mystery of his father's death, or as 
Shakespeare altering the outlines of 
English history to fit Henry V As pom-
pous as these analogies are, they un-
derline the grotesque appropriateness 
of his project. America does imagine 
itself, like Hamlet, the damaged heir 
to a noble legacy; if we can make JFK 
conform to the dimensions of tragedy 
rather than of cruel and amoral farce, 
we will be avenged, and our angst 
relieved. 

Even more importantly, we need to 
be able to read history as a story. 
Shakespeare's Henry V has a clear 
conflict, a dramatic resolution and a 
moral, along with ethnic jokes and a 
romantic subplot (whereas the his-
torical Henry's French campaign was 
a bitter and pointless massacre, in-
spired by competing interpretations of 
an arcane treaty). Like the other main 
conspiracy theories, Garrison's has a 
strong narrative element: good guys 
(Jack and his innermost circle, except 
Lyndon) tricked by omnipotent and 
ruthlessly efficient bad guys (too nu-
merous to mention); the hapless na-
tion, left victimized and fatherless, 
destroying itself in paroxysms of grief; 
the intrepid investigator (Garrison, 
now played by Kevin Costner) who 
will lay bare the truth, and achieve 
mystical reunion between father and 
child. 

Oliver Stone readily admits that 
he's trying to find out why he got so  
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